It’s fun to play Beanbag Toss at home and on the go! If you’re playing at home, use a chalkboard or pad of paper to keep score. If you’re outside or at the beach, you can write your score on the sidewalk with chalk or scratch the score in the sand.

Get ready...
Pick a Toss Line for throwers to stand behind. If a player crosses the line, that toss is disqualified.

Get set...
To decide who goes first, each player tosses one beanbag on the mat. Whoever hits the highest score gets to go first, the second highest goes second, etc.

Go!
Try these games or make up your own!

Feed the Fish
Funny fish and their underwater pals are hungry for beanbags!
When it is your turn, stand behind the Toss Line and throw each of your four beanbags at the mat. Aim for the highest scoring sea creatures. At the end of each turn, add up the numbers of the creatures that your beanbags landed on. If any beanbags were moved by other tosses, score the place that the beanbags ended up.
Score as follows:
- **Touching one fish:** score the number printed on it.
- **Touching two fish:** score the lower of the two numbers.
- **Touching no fish:** score zero.
- **Off the mat:** Do over.

Take turns tossing until a player reaches 100 points. Make sure everyone has taken the same number of turns.

In case of a tie: Each player tosses two beanbags. The winner is whoever has the highest score after tossing these two beanbags!

Bull’s-eye!
For this game, the rules are the same as Feed the Fish, except that scoring is different and almost every toss earns points.

At the end of a 4-toss turn, score as follows:
- **Most or all of a beanbag in one score ring:** score the number of the ring.
- **Half in one ring, half in another:** score the lower number.
- **In the blue area, not touching a score ring:** score zero.
- **Off the mat:** Do over.